POINT NORMS IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF HARMONIC FORMS MITSURU NAKAI AND LEO SARIO
Let V be an arbitrary Riemannian w-space, and VΊ a regular neighborhood of its ideal boundary. Given a harmonic field a in V u necessary and sufficient conditions are known for the existence in V of a harmonic field p which imitates the behavior of o in Vi in the sense \ (p -a) Λ * (p -a) < oo. In the present paper we give the solution of the corresponding problem for harmonic forms in locally flat spaces.
One aspect of our treatment which may have possibilities for generalization is the use of the point norm defined by | φ | 2 = φ iv ..i φ* 1 '" 1 *. Another approach to generalizations is discussed in [3] . in U a with the following property:
We moreover require that V is parallel in the sense that the above {U a } can be chosed so as to satisfy The above theorems will be consequences of the main existence theorem for harmonic forms (No. 7), which we shall first establish.
Theorem 1 is known to be valid without the assumption that V is parallel ( [3]) 3. Take a p-form φ on V:
In We call L v a normal operator. A normal operator L for 0-forms induces one for p-f orms:
More interesting is the following. Let iv ..i L be normal operators for 0-forms, with i t < < i p . We define one for p-f orms by setting 6. Given a compact set E in V let J^J c Jϊ 2 ' be the class of harmonic p-f orms f in F such that <(<p, <?) > is not of constant sign in LEMMA. There exists a constant q E (0 < q E < 1) such that
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